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Harbeth was founded in
1977 by the BBC’s chief
loudspeaker engineer.
True to that origin, it has
remained at the forefront of
innovation and technology.
Its exclusive RADIAL™ cone
material is unbeatable
for clarity and that ‘being
there’ experience: a Harbeth
trademark.

The art of longevity...
Consistency is paramount when making
a world-leading loudspeaker, but
doesn’t just happen – it has to be worked
at. Harbeth has cared about consistency
since its RADIAL™ Advance Cone
Technology was formulated, and is part
of the reason why the company makes
the world’s best-loved loudspeakers.
“Maintaining engineering standards
has to start with the design of the basic
components”, says Harbeth’s MD and
designer Alan Shaw.

First-choice for
professionals
When professional audio
engineers need the very
best, they know they
can rely on Harbeth.
It’s why Harbeth studio
monitors are used to craft
thousands of hours of
radio and TV every year,
and used for critical postproduction work.

www.harbeth.co.uk

For a loudspeaker drive unit to work reliably
for ten or twenty years, the designer has to
be sensitive to the influence of the passing
of time. For example, the subtle but ever
present pull of gravity has the potential to
offset the drive unit from its correct rest
position. The surround and the suspension –
hidden behind the cone – have to be flexible
enough to allow unimpeded movement; a
little bit too flexible and the driver’s working
life will be much shortened. Conversely,
insufficient freedom of movement restricts
excursion and leads to an unnaturally shy
bass. Every speaker designer has to balance
engineering against sonics and, in Harbeth’s
case, we build in sufficient allowance to
withstand the inevitable ageing process.

Consider the voice coil in its magnetic
chamber. If high sensitivity is the designer’s
mantra, the voice coil will be a sliding fit in a
narrow magnetic cylinder. If longevity is the
goal (as it is at Harbeth), the smart designer
would open the magnetic gap, inevitably
reducing sensitivity but future-proofing the
drive unit. That means a long, satisfactory
service life for the owner.
“It’s the sum of all these invisible details
which combine to embed quality in our
RADIAL™ drive units”, adds Alan. “Out of
curiosity, I recently measured the technical
characteristics of the 8-inch RADIAL™
woofers we have made since 1994 and
plotted the results on a single graph.
Made by different hands, using different
glues and techniques, all here at Harbeth,
it’s barely possible to distinguish one from
another – a far greater consistency than
any third-party supplier could practically
achieve.”
World-class consistency is made possible
by holding suppliers to long-term quality
standards and investing in substantial
inventory; so 20 years’production represents
only a few batches of component parts.
The Harbeth sound is RADIAL™
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Irreplaceable,
inseparable and
indispensable P3s
Steven Serdikoff, a
contributing photographer
at World Airshow News,
shared his joy (and
photograph, below) of
owning a new pair of
Harbeth loudspeakers with
our growing Facebook
fanbase. “I now can’t
imagine ever being without
a pair of Harbeths”, he says.

Attracted to the
genuine British
speaker sound
How a Japanese businessman
fell in love with his Harbeths
Taking pride of place in his
listening room, Mr Shinsuke
Saito wouldn’t be without
his Harbeth C7ES-3s.
Interviewed for the glossy
magazine Stereo Sound, in
an eight-page article the
fastidious businessman talked
about his musical passion, his
use of Harbeth monitors and

his beloved, yet old, Celestion
SL700s. These date from a

Harbeths instantly reversed
and he refound his love of
music.

“Its an amazing
story of discovering
quality audio in
middle life...”
time when his interest faded,
something an audition of

“Enjoying his Harbeth C7ES3s, Saito san plays a wide
repertoire of music from Bach
to the Bill Evans jazz trio and
Cassandra Wilson”, explains
Sasamoto Makoto of Harbeth
Japan. “His C7s simply sing.”

German praise
Harbeth’s M40.1 reference
monitor has delighted
the German magazine
image hifi. The reviewer,
Amre Ibrahim, noted
“good dynamics, threedimensionality and
resolution at minimum
listening levels”, adding
“extraordinary realism”.
The conclusion was, “very
well done, Mr. Shaw”.

A love of music
and a need for that
classic British sound
which Harbeth
produces.

More next month!

Strengthening our
team
With the retirement of
external consultant Derek
Hughes from Harbeth’s
technical team (best
wishes from us all), we are
set to invest in technical
engineers of the future.
Interested?
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Gulf presence announced
Harbeth is delighted to announce
that its increasing worldwide
distribution has now spread to
the Gulf region.
Audio Visual Lifestyle in Dubai has been
appointed to serve
customers in Saudi
www.harbeth.co.uk
Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Oman, Qatar, UAE
and Iran. www.audiovisuallifestyle.com

www.harbeth.co.uk

Latest generation
on formal visit to
Harbeth HQ

Seduced by the
heavenly sound
of Harbeth
An American audiophile’s
dream comes true with M30
A Californian audiophile
recalls on the Harbeth
Facebook page how he fell
in love with the sound of his
friend’s Harbeth loudspeakers
and is clamouring for a pair
of his own. He takes up the
story from the city of Ukiah,
CA ...
“I went over to her house with
another friend to audition
her new Harbeths.
“Even with her cheap Yamaha
Natural Sound RX-450
receiver and the junk, ‘90s
Sony carousel, the sound was
world class and in fact, the
Understanding
“The
closest I’ve
how
theheard
ear masks
ever
to
sounds
was
central
absolute neutrality,
tototal
Ray naturalness
Dolby’s noise
reduction
and a near system
lack of
artefacts”

finest sound I’ve heard in as
long as I can remember.
“I was astonished by just
how good they sounded ...
they brought my friend to

“...like having your

“The Harbeth M30 is, without
question, one of humankind’s
greatest and most important
technological achievements.

cheek caressed by
a piece of warm
velvet.”

“They are that remarkable,” he
enthused to fellow bloggers.

the edge of tears. He said
they were so beautiful he was
‘welling up’. The sound was
liquid smooth and heavenly
seductive on all recordings
without so much as a hint of
grain or harshness.
“Listening to the Harbeths
was like having your cheek
caressed by a piece of warm
velvet that had just been

System shared
We are always pleased to
receive photographs of
customers’ beloved Harbeth
systems to share with readers.
This month we feature a homely set-up
with a music-loving cat who is clearly
as enamoured with the natural Harbeth
sound as his owner is.

www.harbeth.co.uk

removed from a hot clothesdryer. There is no other
speaker like it!

Making her first visit to
Harbeth UK, the latest
generation of the Shaw
dynasty surveys the factory
and offices.
Little Jessica, now ten
months old, was intrigued
by all that the company’s
headquarters had to offer,
including a P3ESR baffle
and binaural ‘dummy head’
(above), before an official
tour by grandad Alan Shaw,
Harbeth’s MD (below).

The Monitor 30 sound
has been refined in the
multi award-winning
Monitor 30.1

Catch Harbeth on the
road in Germany
Upcoming shows for
Harbeth Germany include
the Analog Forum in
Krefeld on 2nd and 3rd
November where the
M40.1 reference monitors
have been chosen for the
organiser’s workshops.
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Re-use and recycle
mantra
In keeping with
Harbeth’s philosophy
of reducing waste and
ensuring everything
is either re-used or
recycled whenever
possible, it is good to
know that the wooden
pallets we receive every
day with incoming
parts have a second
life!
Many end up as garden
benches or planters
in the skillful hands of
our expert recycling
carpenter.

Compact sound
captures the
musical heart
Visitors to a German show
couldn’t get enough Harbeth
At the hugely popular
Westdeutsche HiFi Tage,
staged in Bonn, show
visitors and members of the
German audio press were
impressed by the unique,
natural and liquid sound of
the Harbeth C7 ES-3.
Such was the demand that
Bernd Hömke of Harbeth
Germany was on his feet

playing non-stop selection
of music for visitors.
The four thousand-plus
show visitors kept Bernd
and his team busy over the
weekend and prove just how
strong the Harbeth brand
has become in Germany
recently.
“Powered by the Magnum
Dynalab MD-301 amp,

several digital sources and
the beautiful Palmer 2.5
turntable as an analogue
source, the Compact 7ES-3s
were really on-song”, recalls
Bernd.
“The sound was just
wonderful, even in a hi-fi
show hotel bedroom, and
the visitors kept coming
back for more!” he grinned.

Charity speakers
online auction
A one-off pair of
Compact 7ES-3s in a
stunning high-gloss
champagne-gold finish
(donated by Harbeth)
are being auctioned to
benefit the Musicians
Benevolent Fund.
Find them online at:
http://www.ebay.co.uk/
itm/Stunning-high-glosschampagne-finishedbespoke-HarbethCompact-7ES-3-Speakers/151145567263?pt=UK_
AudioVideoElectronics_
HomeAudioHiFi_HiFiSpeak
ers&hash=item2330fa541f
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Show visitors loved the
pure, natural sound
which the Harbeth
Compact monitors
produced.

One customer, one month...
This latest shipment of
Harbeth’s hand-crafted British
loudspeakers leaves the Sussex
factory en route to the Far East.
“Demand for Harbeth is now so high
across the region that one order for
one customer fills an entire lorry”, says
production manger Andy Sinden.
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the world’s best-loved loudspeakers
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